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47 sentences that'll teach you how to grow to 10,000 followers fast:

1. Tweets with pictures, on average, get a 35% increase in retweets.
2. To grow on Twitter, log off Twitter and do cool shit, then tweet about it.
3. Use the free browser extension, Twemex, to view high-performing tweets from

other creators when you view their profile.
4. Tweets with numbers get an average of 17% increase in retweets.
5. Buzzwords that perform well on Twitter: "psychology", "hacks”, "tips", "how."
6. To grow faster than 99% of accounts, pick an in demand skill, consume 30+

hours of content, tweet what you learn.
7. Make videos on the timeline to create a better connection with your audience.
8. If your profile picture is high-quality, associate your content with high quality.
9. Doesn't matter what niche you're in, learn copywriting.
10.An average thread with a great headline is better than a great thread with a

terrible headline.
11. A 5th grader should be able to read your tweets.
12.Tweet every day, even if nobody reads it.
13.Your bio should tell readers what benefit they'll get from following you.
14.What works for 100,000 follower accounts won't always work for people with

1,000 followers.
15.People won't value you until you give value on the timeline.
16."Networking" is transactional and stupid, make friends instead.
17. If your own timeline is spammed with other people's retweets, fewer people will

follow you.
18.Make your pinned tweet a thread on your story or a high-value thread to get more

followers.
19.Profiles with a face as a picture typically get more engagement because humans

are drawn to faces.
20. If you're attractive you'll get more followers (sorry ugly people).
21.You're not "shadow banned," your content just sucks.
22. If you're under 1000 followers, focus on commenting 20-60 times a day on bigger

accounts in your niche.
23.You want to be known on Twitter for being amazing at 1 thing, not average at 10

things.
24.Respond to all your comments to increase engagement.
25. If you're above 1,000 followers, write at least 1 thread a week.
26.Tweet generic content to get likes, personal stories to get engagement, and

actionable advice to get sales.
27.Talking on Twitter Spaces is one of the most underrated ways to grow a following

fast.



28.The amount of people you follow should be less than your follower count.
29.Never ask someone you don't know for a retweet.
30.Promoting your tweet under someone else's tweet is a great way to get blocked.
31.Arguing in the comments is a waste of time and energy.
32.Videos average a 28% boost in retweets.
33.Hashtags make your tweets look spammy.
34.Whenever a thread headline makes you read, bookmark it and save it for

inspiration for your own threads.
35.When a tweet makes you retweet, bookmark it for later and use it as inspiration

for your own tweets.
36.When a tweet makes you click on someone's profile, save it for later and use it as

inspiration to get people viewing your profile.
37.Use social proof (accomplishments) in your bio to show your value and get more

followers.
38.Tweet 1 idea per tweet to keep it clear.
39.Prioritize profile clicks over likes to get more followers.
40.Tagging yourself in shoutouts makes you look like an idiot.
41.Using the words "you" and "your" in your tweets will increase engagement.
42.Tweet between 4am to 8am PST for the best engagement.
43. If a tweet does well, turn it into a thread.
44.Tweeting polarizing content you don't believe shows a lack of confidence in your

value as a creator.
45.People are on Twitter for 3 reasons: to be educated, validated, or entertained.
46. If you copy people's tweets and get caught, your reputation is ruined forever.
47.Use a tweet scheduler like Tweet Hunter to write tweets 5x faster and 2x easier.

Try it for free here: t2m.io/TweetHunter (aff)


